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Meniscus motion in a prewetted capillary
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A conventional description of the effect of meniscus friction is based on the concept of the dynamic
contact angleu, which depends on the meniscus velocityV according to the Tanner law,u}V1/3.
However, recent high-resolution experiments on spontaneous uptake of wetting fluids by capillaries
have questioned the universality of the Tanner law. We analyze a mechanism underlying the
phenomenological concept of meniscus friction, which finds experimental confirmation. As a case
study system, we consider a forced flow of meniscus in a cylindrical capillary. It is assumed that the
capillary is prewetted and the coating uniform film could coexist with the static meniscus.
Numerical analysis is restricted to van der Waals fluids for which the disjoining pressureP as a
function of film thicknessh has the formP}h23. For these fluids, the equilibrium apparent contact
angle is zero. Within the lubrication approximation of the film flow, we show that the nonzeroth
dynamic contact angle first appears when the fluid velocity exceeds a certain characteristic value.
For smaller velocities, there is no appreciable distortion of the meniscus shape, compared to the
equilibrium static configuration. The deformations of the film profile are concentrated at the
transition zone between the macroscopic meniscus and the submicron precursor. While the concept
of dynamic contact angle seems to be inappropriate for slow flows, the concept of contact line
friction serves as a practical alternative to it. We show that when the velocity is slow and there is
no visible contact angle, the friction is Newtonian, i.e., the relation between the pressure dropDP
and the meniscus velocity is linear. As the velocity increases, the linear relation transforms into a
nonlinear asymptotic lawDP}(V ln V)2/3. © 2003 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There are a considerable number of papers aimed a
plaining the phenomenon of dynamic contact angle~see, for
review, Refs. 1–9!. The approach is based on the classi
hydrodynamic Bretherton model for propagation of a men
cus into a prewetted capillary.10 This paper follows the sam
model with incorporation of disjoining pressure due to v
der Waals forces. The film thickness ahead of the menis
and the meniscus velocity are prescribed, and the aim i
predict the dynamic contact angle and pressure drop ac
the meniscus. The analysis is focused on the explanatio
the abrupt appearance of the dynamic contact angle obse
in the experiments.11–16In order to highlight the problem, we
review the current state-of-the-art in the field of equilibriu
and dynamic contact angles.17

A. Equilibrium meniscus and contact angle

When a capillary is partially filled with a wetting liquid
the latter forms a meniscus, which transits gradually int
uniform film coating the capillary wall. At static equilibrium
the film thicknessh` and the capillary radiusR are interre-
lated due to the Derjaguin equation.18,19 Indeed, the capillary
pressure at the meniscus cupolaPc5Pg2Pw is balanced at
the uniform film by the Laplace pressures/(R2h`) ~s is
the surface tension! and the disjoining pressureP(h`):19
3131070-6631/2003/15(10)/3134/10/$20.00
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Pg2Pw5Pc5F s

R2h`
1P~h`!G . ~1!

For wetting fluids we have 0,P(h)5s an21/hn, an21

.0, n.1; van der Waals films are typically characterized
n53, a'1 Å.20

If the meniscus is approximated by a semispherical
of radiusRa , the radius of meniscus curvature is related
the current film thicknessh and the inclination angleb as

Ra5
h

cosu2cosb
~2!

~see Fig. 1 for definition of the contact angle!.
Taking h5R, b5p/2, we come to the definition of ap

parent contact angle asRa cosu5R. Integrating the Laplace
equation of capillarity augmented by disjoining pressu
term, we have21

Pc5
2s cosu

R

5
2s

R2h`

1
2

~R2h`!2 E
h`

R

~R2j!P~j!dj. ~3!

Thus, at equilibrium, for the films with monotonous positiv
disjoining pressure isotherms, Eq.~3! gives formally a cosine
theta greater than 1. Physically, the meniscus cupola is
4 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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3135Phys. Fluids, Vol. 15, No. 10, October 2003 Meniscus motion in a prewetted capillary
pended above the capillary wall and does not form any
parent contact angle.22,23Mathematically, to provide the tran
sition from complete wetting to partial wetting, cosu,1, the
integral in ~3! must be negative.

B. Moving meniscus

When a meniscus is forced to motion, the pressure in
film becomes different from the pressure at the menis
cupola. Hence, Eq.~3! is not applicable anymore. At low
velocities, the approximation of the meniscus shape a
spherical cap is still appropriate, but its radiusRm differs
from the static value,Re .3,10 The macroscopic Bretherto
theory that ignores the action of disjoining pressure in
precursor film seems to work well for wetting fluids at mo
erate velocities.3,10 In accordance with Bretherton, an ext
pressure due to viscous resistance scales asDP}(1/Re

21/Rm)}(12cosu)}V2/3, thus giving the relationu}V1/3,
u!1, known as the Tanner law.24 The latter was confirmed
experimentally for moderate meniscus velocities.3,10 On the
other hand, there is a series of experiments in which
apparent radius of the meniscus and consequently thedy-
namic contact anglechange abruptly as the velocity attains
critical value, typically, Vcr;1023 cm/s.11–16 Therewith,
even without a visible change of the wetting conditions ke
ing the contact angle unchanged, menisci manifest an
hanced resistance.25

The existing theories can neither capture the effect
abrupt formation of the dynamic contact angle nor expl
the observed dependency of the friction force on the me
cus velocity at low speeds~see, for review, Refs. 1–9!. In the
attempts to extend the Bretherton theory to account for
flow in a precursor submicron film, the main attention w
paid to the regime of moderate velocities.4,5,26In particular, a
detailed work of Kalliadasis and Chang26 addresses an
asymptotic limit of weak adhesion when viscous forces
dominating. As was expected, in this limit the Tanner la
works and the prefactor is a universal constant indepen
of the thickness of precursor film and adhesion propertie
liquid/substrate pair.

FIG. 1. The definition of apparent contact angleu and geometric construc
tion that helps to relate the meniscus radius and the apparent contact a
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C. Objectives and paper outline

We consider the problem of meniscus motion focus
on the low velocity regime. We restrict our analysis to simp
wetting van der Waals’ liquids. The absorption layer formi
the precursor film ahead of the meniscus is postulated to
the equilibrium one. In this respect, the spreading is co
trolled by the adhesion forces, in contrast to the case of th
films, where it is controlled by the viscous forces.17,26 The
equilibrium film thickness can be eliminated from the inp
parameters by using Eq.~1!. Therewith, two length scales
the radius of capillaryR and the van der Waals parametera,
characterize the property of the given fluid/capillary pair.

Intuition based on the experience with the Brethert
model does not turn out true when the adhesion forces pl
dominant role. In particular, the hydrodynamic bending
the film profile does not lead to an immediate appearanc
the dynamic contact angle just after a meniscus starts to
tion. We show that the concept of dynamic contact angle
applicable only for a range of advancing velocity~or specific
range of capillary radii! exceeding a certain critical value: a
low velocities, the meniscus slides over the precursor fi
being suspended above it as it would be in statics. The c
tact angle first appears at some critical velocityVcr . For van
der Waals fluids withn53, this critical velocity is expressed
as Vcr5uUcru (s/3h) (h` /a)23, Ucr521.79. That is, the
theory explains the experimental observations of an ab
appearance of the dynamic contact angle.

We also explore the origin of the friction force termF fr ,
phenomenologically describing the effect of contact line fr
tion in the generalized Lucas–Washburn equation mode
the capillary rise dynamics:25,27,28

8hx dx/dt1F fr52Rs2rR2gx. ~4!

In this equation, the first term is caused by the Poiseuille
friction of the fluid column of lengthx, andF fr is the friction
force caused by the contact line resistance and expresse
Eqs. ~30! and ~32!. On the right side is the difference be
tween capillary force pulling the meniscus upward and
gravitational force opposing the meniscus advance.r is the
fluid density, andh is the viscosity. As shown in Ref. 25, th
experiments can be interpreted in terms of Eq.~4! with New-
tonian friction,F fr}dx/dt. Our analysis confirms these find
ings. In particular, a cofactor is obtained as a function
adhesion properties of the film/substrate pair. As the velo
increases, the linear relation is transformed into a nonlin
one with a logarithmic behavior asuVu→` ~that is in agree-
ment with Ref. 29!.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we form
late the problem in the lubrication approximation. Th
boundary conditions are discussed in detail to show how
extract the apparent contact angle and extra pressure
the given film profile. In Sec. III we perform an asymptot
analysis of the problem. Two types of solutions, which c
respond to droplets and menisci, are found. We specify
meniscus solutions by constructing a proper algorithm fo
numeric selection of the needed solution from the family
solutions. In Sec. IV we analyze the results and compare

gle.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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theoretical predictions with available experimental data. S
tion V summarizes the results.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Because of the problem’s complexity, some reasona
simplifications have been proposed in the literature.1–9 Con-
sidering the problem of dynamic wetting, the major attent
was paid to the transition zone between the uniform prec
sor film and the meniscus. In particular, following the sem
nal works by Landau and Levich30 and Derjaguin,31 the lu-
brication approximation is invoked to describe the profile
thin films, assumingh`!R. We also follow this approach
and assume that the thickness of the precursor film far ah
of the meniscus equals theequilibrium film thickness h̀.
The discussion of this hypothesis can be found elsewhere9,32

A. Transition zone in the Landau–Levich–Derjaguin
model

The flow can be subdivided into three regions: unifo
film at the left, semispherical meniscus at the right, and tr
sition zone in the middle~Fig. 2!. We use the traditiona
scheme of lubrication theory, the so-called Landau–Levic
Derjaguin ~LLD ! model.30,31 The model is restricted to re
gimes of small Reynolds numbers, Re5ruVuR/h!1. The ve-
locity profile is the Poiseuillean parabolic; the small slo
approximation allows us to assume the pressure uniform
across the film. Also, it is presupposed that the inequa
(h` /R)2!(huVu/s)2/3 holds. This condition makes it pos
sible to neglect the disjoining effect of viscous flow, whic
due to nonequidistant streamlines, contributes to disjoin
pressure a term proportional to the film thickness.33

The pressure in the wetting film differs from the consta
pressure in the gas, and the difference is just the capil
pressure jump plus disjoining pressure. Assuming that
gas viscosity is zero, the volumetric flow rate is writte
as30,31

q52
h3

3h

]Pw

]x
. ~5!

Here,h is the viscosity of wetting fluid,h is the wetting film
thickness, andx is the spatial coordinate measured along

FIG. 2. Fixed reference frame,s5x2Vt, velocity V is negative:advancing
meniscus. Capillary moves from left to right. The meniscus, as a balloon
kept motionless by applying a force F~which corresponds to the tensil
‘‘wetting force’’ !.
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capillary. In order to take into account the adhesion forc
the pressure is written in accordance with the Derjaguin f
mula as31

Pw5Pg22sH2P~h!. ~6!

Here, 2H']2h/]x211/R is the curvature of the interface
The mass balance equation,

]h

]t
1

]q

]x
50, ~7!

completes the model. Traveling wave solutions to the mo
~5!–~7! are our interest.

B. Traveling wave solutions

For these solutions, the problem~5!–~7! is reformulated
in the fixed reference frame,s5x2Vt, where the negative
parameterV denotes thegivenvelocity of advancing menis-
cus.

In the moving frame, Eq.~7! can be integrated once t
decrease the order from fourth to third. After integration
takes the familiar Landau–Levich–Derjaguin form as

2
3hV

h3 ~h2h`!5
d

ds
Pw~h! ~8!

or

3hV

s h3 ~h2h`!5
d

dsS d2h

ds2 1
an21

hn D . ~9!

Thus, two physical parameters enter the model: the equ
rium film thicknessh` and the meniscus velocityV. Re-
stricting ourselves to a similarity solution, we focus on de
vation of a relation between meniscus velocity a
appropriate pressure drop for givenh` . Therewith, an analy-
sis of the meniscus shape, precisely its apparent radius
function of the meniscus velocity, must be performed by ta
ing V andh` as independentparameters of the model. Th
independence ofV from h` makes the problem differen
from the traditional Bretherton formulation.10

C. Boundary conditions

Equation~9! is subject to three boundary conditions.
couple are formulated at the left infinity, and one at the rig
infinity, where the film merges into the meniscus. At the l
infinity, due to our assumption, the film is uniform and i
thickness equals the equilibrium film thicknessh` @h` is the
solution of Eq.~1!#

h5h` , as s→2}. ~10!

The meniscus apparent radius is unknown in advan
This makes the formulation of the boundary condition at
right infinity challenging. In order to find this condition, w
use the geometrical construction depicted in Fig. 1. T
chain of relations

h5R2Ra cosb, and cosb'12
1

2 S dh

dsD
2

,

results in the formula
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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3137Phys. Fluids, Vol. 15, No. 10, October 2003 Meniscus motion in a prewetted capillary
2
Ra2R

Ra
'S dh

dsD
2

22
h

Ra
5S dh

dsD
2

22h
d2h

ds2 ,

which finally gives the boundary condition as

R
d2h

ds2 512F~V! as s→`, ~11!

whereF denotes the following:

F~V!5 lim
s→`

F1

2 S dh

dsD
2

2h
d2h

ds2G . ~12!

Due to our hypothesis, the thickness of the precursor fi
corresponds to its equilibrium value. Therefore, the radius
capillary in Eq.~11! can be expressed through this thickne
Writing Eq. ~11! for static meniscus, we have

R
d2h

ds2 U
V50

5
R

Re
512F~0!.

On the other hand, expressing the radius of equilibrium m
niscusRe and the functionF(0) by using the results of Ap
pendix B, we have

Re5
h`

n

an21 , F~0!52
3

2 S a

h`
D n21

.

Substituting these values into Eqs.~11! and~12!, we rewrite
the boundary condition in the form

Re

d2h

ds2 5
12F~V!

12F~0!
as s→`, ~13!

which does not contain the radius of capillary.

D. Dimension analysis

Introducing the dimensionless variables as

z5h/h` , X5s/L, L5h` /A«, «5~a/h`!(n21),

whereL is the characteristic length scale, associated with
molecular scalea, Eq. ~9! is rewritten as

U

z3 ~z21!5
d

dX S d2z

dX2 1
1

znD . ~14!

Here,U52Ca «23/2523uVuh«23/2/s is the product of the
capillary number Ca and the adhesion factor«. Solutions to
the full problem depend only on the parameterU. A remark-
able property of Eq.~14! is its scaling invariance with re
spect to the change of variable,X̂5uUu1/3X.34 In the new
variable, Eq.~14! reads

2
1

z3
~z21!5

d

dX̂
S d2z

dX̂2
1

uUu22/3

zn D . ~15!

The latter shows that in the asymptotic limit asuau→0 we
arrive at the Bretherton case.10

In dimensionless variables the boundary conditions t
the form

z51, dz/dX50 as x→2}, ~16!
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dX2 5
12«F~U !

12«F~0!
as X→`, ~17!

where the functionF remains invariant under the change
variables

F~U !5 lim
X→`

F1

2 S dz

dXD 2

2z
d2z

dX2G , F~0!523/2.

As a rule, the parameter« is very small, so that we seek th
solution in the form

z5z01«z11¯ . ~18!

Restricting ourselves to the leading order term, we
write Eq. ~17! as

d2z0

dX2 51, as X→`. ~19!

As we will show below, the approximation~19! is valid only
for finite U. WhenU tends to infinity,F(U) increases ac-
cordingly, and the scheme of regular perturbations~18! does
not work anymore.

E. Pressure drop and contact angle

When the meniscus moves through a capillary, the ‘‘d
namic pressure drop,’’ which is caused by the viscous forc
augments the Laplace pressure drop. Therefore, an ex
pressure drop, i.e., the pressure drop additional to the e
librium capillary pressure, is the characteristic paramete
the motion. It can be calculated by integrating Eq.~9! as

DP5
2s

Ra
2

2s

Re
5E

2`

` 3hV

h3 ~h2h`!ds. ~20!

Written in dimensionless form, this equation gives the re
tion between the pressure drop normalized bys/R andU as

DPR

s
5«~F~U !2F~0!!u«501O~«2!

5uUu E
2`

` z21

z3 dX. ~21!

The contact angle can be expressed in terms of the
rivatives of the film profile using the small slope approxim
tion. The same geometrical construction as above with
definition cosu5R/Ra gives us the definition of the contac
angle via the derivatives of the film profile at the right infi
ity. In the limit u;o(1),b;o(1), thecontact angle behave
asymptotically as

u5A«F~U !. ~22!

This formula shows that a possibility of introduction of
contact angle is associated with the change of the sign
F(U) from negative in static case to positive in dynam
case.

III. ANALYSIS

Before proceeding to an investigation of the bounda
value problem Eqs.~14!, ~16!, and ~19!, let us perform a
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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local analysis of the solutions to Eq.~14! for two limiting
cases:z0→` and z0→1. This analysis will help us to con
struct an algorithm for solving the boundary value proble
~14!, ~16!, and~19!.

A. Asymptotic analysis of solutions at the meniscus
cupola: Simplification of the LLD equation

At the meniscus cupola, it is more convenient to use
~15! instead of Eq.~14!. We restrict ourselves to the disjoin
ing pressure isotherms with the characteristic exponenn
.1. Assuming monotonicity of the film profile asz0→`,
the order of Eq.~15! can be reduced to the second by usi
a new variabley5y(z0) defined asdz0 /dX̂5Ay(z0). Equa-
tion ~15! is rewritten as

2
2

Ay

z021

z0
3 5

d

dz0
S dy

dz0
1

2uUu22/3

z0
n D . ~23!

Introducing another variable as

z05ep,

we arrive at the equation

2
2

Ay
~12e2p!5

d2y

dp2 2
dy

dp
22nuUu22/3e2(n21)p. ~24!

For n.1, this equation has quite universal behavior as
variablet tends to infinity. Indeed, neglecting exponentia
small terms, we get the equation

2
2

Ay
5

d2y

dp2 2
dy

dp
. ~25!

The latter has the explicit solutions expressed via the A
functions.35 Duffy and Wilson36 have done a detailed analy
sis of the explicit solutions of Eq.~25!. In particular, they
found two classes of solutions. The solutions are dis
guished by different asymptotic behavior at infinity. Inste
of utilizing the explicit ~yet quite complicated! expressions,
we study the phase portrait of Eq.~25!. This investigation
enriches the Duffy–Wilson approach and allows us
specify the family of solutions appropriate for our particu
problem.

B. Phase portrait: Moving droplets and menisci
as two types of traveling wave solutions

Written as the dynamic system

x15222/3y, x25222/3dy/dp,

Eq. ~25! takes the form

ẋ15x2 , ẋ25x221/Ax1. ~26!

Here, dots denote differentiation with respect top. One can
imagine a flow of a fictitious fluid with velocity componen
(x1 ,x2). The flow takes place in the right semiplanex1.0.
In Appendix A we present detailed calculations that lead
the phase portrait depicted in Fig. 3. We can interpret
solutions by taking into account their specific behavior
z→`.
Downloaded 11 Sep 2003 to 130.132.101.191. Redistribution subject to 
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Since we are looking for solutions describing menis
transiting to spherical cupolas, the following asymptotic b
havior is expected for these solutions:

z0}X̂2, dz0 /dX̂}X̂}Az0,

y5~dz0 /dX̂!2}z0 , dy/dp}z0 .

Therefore, the trajectories corresponding to menisci m
have the asymptotic behaviorx2}x1 at infinity. Conse-
quently, the V-shaped trajectories describe menisci. Be
the separatrix, starting from the pointx25A* , x150, the
trajectories never grow likex2}x1 . Numeric integration of
system~26! givesA* 51.617. The separatrix solution corre
sponds to the Hervet–de Gennes solution37 ~see also the dis-
cussion of solution stability in Refs. 9, 34!. The characteristic
feature of the trajectories situated below the separatrix is
opposite sign of curvature of the corresponding film profi
Matched with the precursor films, these solutions descr
droplets.

C. Asymptotic analysis of solutions in the vicinity
of uniform film

Linearization of Eq.~14! about the equilibrium film
thickness~see, for example, a similar analysis done in Re
4, 5! shows that the asymptotic solutions take the forms

FIG. 3. Phase plane of system~26!. ~a! Schematic of the phase portrait wit
characteristic lines. The bold curves are separatrices;G is the line of turn-
over points. The dashed straight line is the asymptote of U-shaped traj
ries. ~b! Phase portrait obtained numerically.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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If U,U,22nAn/3/3:

z0215C exp~kX!sin~yX2a!, 0<a,2p, ~27!

If 0 .U.22nAn/3/3:

z0215C~exp~k1X!sin~a!1exp~k2X!cos~a!!,

0<a,2p.

The parametersk,y,k1 ,k2 are associated with the roots of th
cubic equation

Z0
35nZ01U. ~28!

The roots must have a positive real part. In the first line
Eq. ~27!, the parametersk and y correspond to real and
imaginary parts of the rootsZ05k6 i y. In the second line,
k1 is k2 are positive roots of Eq.~28!. Due to a translationa
symmetry, we can setC51 in both lines of Eq.~27!. Thus,
while solving the problem~14!, ~16!, and~19! by the shoot-
ing method, we use the parametera to meet with the bound-
ary condition at the right infinity.

IV. RESULTS

A. Numeric analysis of the LLD model

The zeroth approximation imposes a constraint, nam
integration of Eq.~14! with the boundary condition~19!
shows that the equality

E
2`

` z021

z0
dX50

holds. Thus, the film profile should have at least one ind
tation with the thickness at the cavern smaller than the e
librium film thickness. In calculations, we restricted ou
selves to the Hamaker–Lifshitz approximation for disjoini
pressure,n53. Therewith, the thickness of the precursor fi
is h`5(a2R)1/3. In Fig. 4, we plot the characteristic shap
of the transition zone depending on the meniscus veloc
The amplitude of the waves ahead of the meniscus goe
zero very fast and at infinity, the waves form almost invisib
tiny ripples. The existence of indentations or ripples is n
essary for getting the nonzeroth apparent contact angle
mentioned above, the apparent contact angle expre
through the functionF, Eq.~22!, is the complex valued func
tion of U. A numeric analysis reveals that the functionF is
negative atuUu,uUcru521.79. Therefore, the contact ang
cannot be introduced ifuUu,uUcru. For uUu.uUcru, the
functionF is positive. Figure 5 shows the dependence of
apparent contact angle on the meniscus velocity.

Remarkably, the pressure drop needed to keep the
niscus moving is well defined within the whole range
velocities. Within our perturbation scheme, the press
drop, which is of« order, can be calculated by using th
leading order approximation and the left-hand side of E
~21!. When the meniscus velocity is small, the calculatio
similar to those presented in Ref. 38~see Appendix B! show
that the pressure drop is a linear function of the menis
velocity. In this range ofU, the meniscus shape is almo
unperturbed compared to its equilibrium profile. When t
Downloaded 11 Sep 2003 to 130.132.101.191. Redistribution subject to 
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velocity increases, the transition zone cannot be maintai
in a quasiequilibrium anymore. The viscous forces contrib
to the stress at the film surface, thus making the surf
significantly folded. As a result, the relations between

FIG. 4. Characteristic pattern of the moving films in transition zone. L
column is film height as a function of coordinate; right column is dime
sionless curvature as a function of coordinate.~a! From the right to the left:
U520.9,21.1,21.3,21.5,21.6,21.7,21.8,21.9,22. ~b! From the right
to the left: U522.5,23,23.5,24,25,27,210,214,220,230,245,
270,2100.

FIG. 5. In asymptotic limit asU→0 the functionF is negative,F(0)
523. The contact angle occurs only foruUu.1.79.
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pressure drop, apparent contact angle, and meniscus vel
become nonlinear. The dimensionless pressure drop is g
by

DPR

s
5S a

RD 2/3

~231 f ~U !!, ~29!

with the function f depicted in Fig. 6. Approximating the
numeric data as

f ~U !5A~U ln~11BA2U !!2/3, ~30!

we get for parametersA and B the valuesA52.957, B
50.475. Equation~30! gives us a correct asymptotic beha
ior of the solution at low and high velocities.

As already noted, forUcr.21.79, the meniscus shap
remains almost unchanged with no apparent contact an
Thus, the contact angle concept fails in this range ofU. But,
this concept is not necessarily the only way to explain
experimental data. Instead, it is better to consider a veloc
dependent friction force, which is well defined in the who
range of velocities. Below, we show how this concept wor

B. Application of the friction force concept to the
Lucas–Washburn equation

It is instructive to numerically estimate the range of v
locities at which an apparent contact angle first appe
Considerhexadecaneas a typical van der Waals fluid. Th
Hamaker–Lifshitz approximation withn53 anda'1 Å is
appropriate here. Upon substitution of the physico-chem
parameters for hexadecane into the inequality

uVu.Vcr5uUcru
s

3h
~h` /a!23, ~31!

we come up with the following estimates:

h` /a510, R5100 nm50.1 mm,

uVu.1.79•1023
•273'0.5 cm/s,

h` /a5100, R510 mm,

FIG. 6. The functionf (U). The pressure drop normalized bys/R varies
linearly asU→0, quasistatic regime of displacement.
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uVu.1.79•1026
•273'5•1024 cm/s.

In the vicinity of Ucr , the relation between the pressure dr
and meniscus velocity is almost linear~Fig. 6!. Thus, in ap-
plications to flows of oils in underground reservoirs, we de
most likely, with the Newtonian regimes of meniscus fri
tion. In general, in order to interpret the experimental data
is more practical to use the nonlinear relations~29!–~30!.
Introducing the friction forceF fr applied to the wetting pe-
rimeter, we can rewrite the generalized Lucas–Washb
equation for the capillary rise in the form of Eq.~4! with

F fr5sRS a

RD 2/3

(231 f ~U !), U5
2Rh

as

dx

dt
. ~32!

The functionf (U) is defined by Eq.~30! and depicted in Fig.
6. In particular, for the quasistatic regime of meniscus
vance, when the linear relationf }U holds, Eq.~4! is iden-
tical to that used in Ref. 25 for interpretation of experimen
data. A linear dependence of the friction force caused by
contact line friction has been suggested phenomenologic
in Refs. 25, 39–43. In Refs. 8 and 38, the linear friction
the contact line has been justified for a particular problem
friction of a foam lamella. As shown in recent experiments25

the generalized Lucas–Washburn equation~4! is capable of
describing experimental observations if one uses for
friction force the formula F fr52xR dx/dt, where the
friction coefficients for ethanol isx'0.04 Pa•s, and is
x'0.45 Pa•s for water.

It is interesting to compare the model with a consta
friction coefficient and the model with a velocity-depende
friction coefficient. The adhesion properties of water can
be described by a simple monotonous disjoining press
isotherm.19 Hence, an interpretation of the data for water
beyond the scope of this paper. On the other side, ethan
a typical van der Waals fluid and we can use Eq.~32!. The
molecular parametera is an adjustable parameter of th
model. Taking the following experimental data:

h51.17 mPa•s, R50.295•1023 m,

s52.2•1022 N/m,

as the input parameters, the solutions of Eqs.~4! and ~32!,
subjected to the initial conditionx(0)50, can be fitted into
the experimental data. Selectinga53•10210 m, we calcu-
late the equilibrium thickness ash`50.019•1023 m. With
these parameters, we describe the data perfectly~Fig. 7!. As
seen from the picture, the experimental data can be expla
by either linear Newtonian friction with the coefficientx
'0.04 Pa•s found experimentally or by non-Newtonian fric
tion with the theoretical parameters taken from Eqs.~30! and
~32!. This favors the consideration of the precursor film
the equilibrium absorption film. In other applications, f
example, when the meniscus slides over a nonequilibr
film, the function F fr5F fr(U) must be specified for eac
particularh` . This problem is beyond this paper’s scope.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Employing the Landau–Levich–Derjaguin model, w
studied the drag mechanism of a meniscus moving in a
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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lindrical capillary. The objects of the study were van d
Waals’ liquids, which wet capillaries completely. The mod
describes the film profile of the transition zone between
uniform precursor film ahead of the meniscus and the me
cus cupola. The thickness of the precursor film is assume
be equilibrium, so that a static meniscus would coexist w
such a film. The main attention is paid to the explanation
experimental observations that the dynamic contact an
appear abruptly as the meniscus velocity overcomes a ce
value.11–16Because the critical velocity of the appearance
dynamic contact angles is very small, the model is restric
to small Reynolds and capillary numbers.

We derived a new boundary condition to the LLD equ
tion in the form of Eqs.~11!, ~12!, and~13!, which links the
curvature of meniscus cupola with the lower derivatives
the film profile. When the adhesion forces prevail over
viscous ones, the boundary condition implies that the me
cus curvature is almost equilibrium with a correction term
the order of (a/h`)n21, wherea is the molecular paramete
of the disjoining pressure isotherm,n is the exponent of the
disjoining pressure isotherm, andh` is the thickness of pre
cursor film. Thus, the boundary condition in its leading ord
is analogous to the Bretherton condition to the Landa
Levich equation when there are no adhesion forces
straightforward numeric approach to the problem is com
cated by the fact that the LLD equation has two classes
solutions describing droplets and menisci. Extending
Duffy–Wilson analysis36 by investigating the phase portra
of the LLD equation, we specified the location of menis
Selecting an appropriate family of solutions, we studied
problem numerically by the shooting method.

It is shown that the LLD equation explains the abru
appearance of the dynamic contact angle. At low velocit
the meniscus is suspended above the precursor film, so
the macroscopic contact angle is zero. At some veloc
when the hydrodynamic bending of the precursor film b
comes perceptible, the macroscopic meniscus first touc
the capillary walls. The dynamic contact angle could be
troduced as a parameter bearing a physical meaning onl
larger velocity. Mathematically, the contact angle is a co
plex valued function, which is imaginary at low velocitie

FIG. 7. Experimental and theoretical analyses of the capillary rise dynam
The linear Newtonian friction law with the coefficientx'0.108 calculated
from Eq. ~30! asU→0 is unable to explain the data in this range of velo
ties.
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and real only when the velocity overcomes a certain bar
defined by Eq.~31!. Compared to the dynamic contact ang
an extra pressure needed to keep the meniscus moving
well-defined physical quantity. It varies linearly at low ve
locities, thus demonstrating the applicability of the Newt
law of friction to describe the resistance of the contact lin
As velocity increases, the Newtonian approximation
longer works, and a numeric analysis suggests the appr
mate formula~30!. The latter has correct asymptotes at lo
and ‘‘high’’ velocities, 3uVuh(h` /a/)3(n21)/2/s@1. It should
be noted that the model must be modified at high velocit
because our employed perturbation scheme does not wo
that region.

We applied the developed theory to an analysis of
perimental data on capillary rise dynamics.25 Generalizing
the Lucas–Washburn equation by including the contact
friction, Eqs.~4! and ~32!, we showed that the experimen
can be explained satisfactorily. An extension of the appro
to polar fluids such as water seems promising. In particula
justification of the Newtonian friction of the contact line ca
be done immediately in a way outlined in Appendix B. How
ever, due to a nonmonotonicity of the disjoining pressu
isotherms, the behavior of the dynamic contact angle for
lar fluids is much more complex as compared to the van
Waals’ case.
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APPENDIX A: AN ANALYSIS OF PHASE PORTRAIT

Singularities

The points~0,̀ !, ~0,0!, both coordinate lines, and a fam
ily of points situated at the linex251/Ax1 are singular for
system~26!.

We first investigate the behavior of the system near
x2 axis. Consider the one-parametric ansatzx25A1«(x1),
u«(x1)u!1, x1!1 with a constantA. Substituting this ansatz
into Eq. ~26!, we get the asymptotic solutionx25A
22Ax1/A1(122/A3)x11o(x1Ax1). The derivative
dx2 /dx1 tends to infinity; hence, any trajectory of syste
~26! starts from/ends at thex2 axis tangentially. For positive
A, the derivative is negative at thex2 axis, while for negative
A, this derivative is positive.

Thex1 component of the vector field changes sign at
x1 axis: in the upper quadrant, this component is positi
and it is negative in the lower quadrant. The derivati
dx2 /dx1 tends to infinity as the trajectory approaches thex1

axis. Therefore, thex1 axis is a set of turnover points.
The point ~0,0! deserves special attention, because

gives birth to a special flow pattern. Using the characteris
features of the trajectories, we conclude that near this po
the trajectories are quasicyclic. Starting from thex2 axis in
the upper quadrant, they pass through a turnover point a
x1 axis and come back to the negativex2 axis, thus avoiding
the point ~0,0! from the right. We term these trajectorie

s.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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‘‘quasi’’ because they are not closed, yet can be imagined
fragments of cycles. Therefore, the vector field near the
gin of coordinate can be imagined as that produced b
vortex. The continuation principle tells us that there is a
nite flow domain possessing similar vortex flow pattern. T
specificity of such a pattern is that thex2 component of this
field does not change the sign.

However, the sign definiteness of thex2 component can-
not be prescribed for the whole phase plane. Inspection
the second equation of system~26! shows that thex2 com-
ponent might change the sign whenever a trajectory cro
the line x251/Ax1. This line contains a set of turnove
points; below the linex251/Ax1, the trajectories are de
scending curves, while they are ascending above it. Asx1

tends to infinity the trajectories behave asx2}x1 . Summa-
rizing the above analysis, we come to the conclusion t
above a certain positiveA5A* , the trajectories take the
U-like form. Therefore, there exists a boundary,separatrix,
selecting the quasicyclic trajectories from the U-like ones

This separatrix must lie below the curve of turnin
points for V-shaped trajectories,x251/Ax1, but higher than
thex1 axis. To specify the separatrix, we consider its beh
ior at infinity, x1→`, where the separatrix branches from t
x1 axis. Consider the new variablex15Y22. This change of
variable maps infinity to zero. In vicinity of the pointY
50, the integral curves are described by the following eq
tion:

2
Y3

2

dx2

dY
512

Y

x2
. ~A1!

The direct calculations show that the one-parametric
satzx25B1«(Y), u«(Y)u!1 does not satisfy Eq.~A1!, pro-
vided thatx2 is negative. This tells us that no trajectori
with a nonzerothx2 occur asY→0. Choosing the following
form x25aYm, we get two possibilities: either~i! a51, m
522, or ~ii ! a51, m51. The former results in the
asymptotic behaviorx2}x1 for U-shaped trajectories, nega
tive x2 being inadmissible. The latter withm51 is suitable
for the description of separatrix with the asymptotic behav
x2}1/Ax1. However, we see that both signs, plus and min
are admissible forY. Considering the next terms i
asymptotic expansion asx25Y(11«), u«(Y)u!1, we arrive
at the equation

Y4

2

d«

dY
1S Y3

2
11D «2«21«31

Y3

2
50. ~A2!

This equation has the asymptotic solution

«52
Y3

2 S 12
5Y3

2
111Y61¯ D . ~A3!

Thus, the positive values ofY specify the separatrix while
the negative ones give rise to the lower boundary for vort
like trajectories. Summarizing all the arguments, we plot
phase portrait of system~26! in Fig. 3.
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APPENDIX B: ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS OF THE LLD
MODEL AS U\0

In the limit U→0, we seek an asymptotic solution in th
form

z5z01Uz11¯ . ~B1!

Substituting the expansion~B1! into Eq. ~14!, we have

~z091z0
23!850, z09~`!51, z0~2`!51,

z08~2`!50, ~B2!

~z1923z0
24z1!85~z021!z0

23, z19~`!50,

z1~2`!50, z18~2`!50. ~B3!

Integrating~B2!, we get

z091z0
2351. ~B4!

Considering the solution in the formz085y(z0), we have
yy8512z0

23 . Integrating the latter accounting for th
boundary condition at minus infinity, one obtains

y25z0
2212z023. ~B5!

One more integration gives

x5A112z01
1

)
ln

A112z02)

A112z01)
. ~B6!

In order to find the first-order term in asymptotic expansi
~B1!, we integrate~B3! to get

z1923z0
24z15E ~z021!z0

23 dX. ~B7!

Taking as a new variablet5z0(x) (1,t,`), we have from
~B7!

y~ t !~y~ t !z18!823
z1

t4 5 f 1~ t !, ~B8!

where

f 1~ t !5E t21

t3

dt

y~ t !
52

A112t

t
2 ln

A112t21

A112t11
.

~B9!

Seeking the solution to~B8! in the formz15C(t)y(t), ~B8!
is represented as

~y3C8!85 f 1 . ~B10!

The first integration of~B10! gives

C85S t

~ t21!A112t
D 3

g~ t !,

~B11!

g~ t !52A112t2~11t !ln
A112t21

A112t11
1k,

where constantk is dictated by the boundary conditio
g(1)50

k5)12 ln
)21

)11
520.901.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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In order to calculateF(U) we need only the asymptotic so
lution z0 and z1 as X→` ~or t→`). Then ~B11! gives z1

52k1O(t21/2). Substituting in Eq.~12! the asymptotic
values ofz0 andz1 asX→`, we obtain

F52312Uk1O~U2!.
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